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In this paper two-dimensional convolutional codes with finite support are considered, i.e., convolutional

codes whose codewords have compact support indexed in N2 and take values in Fn, where F is a finite field.

The main goal of this work is to analyze the (free) distance properties of this type of codes of rate 1/n and

degree δ. We first establish an upper bound on the maximum possible distance for these codes. We then

present particular constructions of two-dimensional convolutional codes with finite support of rate 1/n and

degree δ that attain such a bound and therefore have the maximum distance among all two-dimensional

convolutional codes with finite support with the same rate and degree. We call such codes maximum distance

separable two-dimensional convolutional codes.
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1. Introduction

In the transmission of information through a noisy channel, the information is often corrupted due to the

noise of the channel and therefore data correctly sent from the source may suffer alterations at the receiving

end. In order to bypass this problem some level of coding can be implemented on the information sequence.

One dimensional (1D) convolutional codes are very much suited for encoding data recorded in one single

direction. To encode data recorded geometrically in m dimensions (mD, with m > 1), e.g., pictures or

videos (see [12, 22, 28]), it is conventional to transform it into arrays of 1D sequences by means of scanning

and then apply 1D encoding techniques, ignoring the interdependence in all other directions.

However, it is possible to work in a framework that takes advantage of the correlation of the data in

several directions. Such framework would lead to m dimensional (mD) convolutional codes, generalizing

the notion of 1D convolutional code. This generalization is nontrivial since 1D convolutional codes are

represented over the polynomial ring in one variable whereas mD convolutional codes are represented over

the (more involved) polynomial ring in m independent variables. Many fundamental issues such as error

correction capability, decoding algorithms, etc., that are well known for 1D convolutional codes have not

been sufficiently investigated in the context of mD convolutional codes. For this reason the coding power

of mD convolutional codes is virtually unknown and more effort needs to be done for the theory of mD

convolutional codes to make it attractive for real life applications.

The first attempts to develop the general theory and the basic algebraic properties of 2D/mD convolu-

tional codes were proposed in [4, 5, 7, 25, 26, 27]. More recently, new efforts have been made, aiming at

the construction and implementation of mD convolutional codes. In [18], input-state-output representations

of 2D (finite-support) convolutional codes were introduced and used to construct codes with a designed

distance. In [1, 2, 16] the classes of “locally invertible encoders” and “Two-Dimensional Tail-Biting Con-

volutional Codes” are presented with the aim of developing constructions of 2D convolutional codes with

particular decoding properties. It is also worth mentioning the works [3, 11], where the authors explore the

relationship between the Gröbner bases and mD convolutional codes. More specifically, they use Gröbner

bases to characterize encoders as well as to discuss the problem of minimal encoders. In this paper we

analyze the distance properties of 2D convolutional codes that, despite its fundamental importance, have

been very little investigated (see [2, 18, 26]).

Let F be a finite field and F[z1, z2] the ring of polynomials in two variables with coefficients in F. A 2D

finite support convolutional code C of rate k/n is a free F[z1, z2]-submodule of F[z1, z2]n, where k is

the rank of C (see [25, 26]). A full column rank matrix Ĝ(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]n×k whose columns constitute a

basis for C is called an encoder of C. So,

C = ImF[z1,z2]Ĝ(z1, z2)

=
{
v̂(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]n | v̂(z1, z2) = Ĝ(z1, z2)û(z1, z2) with û(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]k

}
.
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The elements of C are called codewords. Two full column rank matrices Ĝ1(z1, z2), Ĝ2(z1, z2) ∈

F[z1, z2]n×k are said to be equivalent encoders if they generate the same 2D convolutional code, i.e.,

if

ImF[z1,z2]Ĝ1(z1, z2) = ImF[z1,z2]Ĝ2(z1, z2),

which happens if and only if there exists a unimodular matrix Û(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]k×k (see [25, 26]) such that

Ĝ2(z1, z2) = Ĝ1(z1, z2)Û(z1, z2). For sake of simplicity we simply refer to 2D finite support convolutional

codes as 2D convolutional codes.

We emphasize that in this paper we consider 2D convolutional codes as free submodules of F[z1, z2]n and

not as general submodules of F[z1, z2]n like in [25, 26], in order to prevent that two different information

sequences produce the same codeword.

Given a word

v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

v(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ F[z1, z2]n, (1)

with v(i, j) ∈ Fn for (i, j) ∈ N2, where N denotes the set of nonnegative integers, we define the support of

v̂(z1, z2) as

Supp (v̂(z1, z2)) =
{

(i, j) ∈ N2 | v(i, j) 6= 0
}
. (2)

The support of a matrix Ĝ(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

G(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ F[z1, z2]n×k, with G(i, j) ∈ Fn×k for (i, j) ∈ N2, is

defined analogously.

An important measure of robustness of a code is its distance since it provides a means to assess the

capability of the code to protect data from errors. It is defined as follows. The weight of the word v̂(z1, z2)

given in (1) is

wt(v̂(z1, z2)) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

wt(v(i, j)),

where wt(v(i, j)) is the number of nonzero entries of v(i, j) and the distance between two words

v̂1(z1, z2), v̂2(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]n is

dist(v̂1(z1, z2), v̂2(z1, z2)) = wt(v̂1(z1, z2)− v̂2(z1, z2)).

Given a 2D convolutional code C, the distance of C is defined as

dist(C) = min {dist(v̂1(z1, z2), v̂2(z1, z2)) | v̂1(z1, z2), v̂2(z1, z2) ∈ C, with v̂1(z1, z2) 6= v̂2(z1, z2)} .

Note that the linearity of C implies that

dist(C) = min {wt(v̂(z1, z2)) | v̂(z1, z2) ∈ C, with v̂(z1, z2) 6= 0} .

One of the main problems in coding theory is the construction of block codes of rate k/n whose distance,

d, is maximal among all block codes of the same rate. This distance is always upper bounded by

d ≤ n− k + 1, (3)
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which is known as the Singleton bound (see [17]). For sufficiently large finite fields F, it is known that

there exist block codes of rate k/n that attain the Singleton bound (3). Such codes are called maximum

distance separable (MDS).

A generalization of the Singleton bound for 1D convolutional codes, called generalized Singleton

bound, was obtained for the first time in [19]. Indeed, for a given 1D convolutional code C of rate k/n and

degree δ, the distance of C is upper bounded by

dist(C) ≤ (n− k) (bδ/kc+ 1) + δ + 1. (4)

It is also known that there exist specific constructions of 1D convolutional codes that reach such a bound

(for sufficiently large fields F and n not divisible by the characteristic of F). These codes are called MDS

1D convolutional codes (see [23]).

In this paper we consider 2D convolutional codes of rate 1/n. We define the degree of a code as the

maximum of the (total) degrees of the elements of any encoder of the code. The main goal of our contribution

is to derive an analogue of the generalized Singleton bound in the context of 2D convolutional codes of rate

1/n and degree δ and provide concrete constructions of these codes that achieve such a bound. We call these

codes MDS 2D convolutional codes.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we derive an upper bound for the distance of 2D

convolutional codes of rate 1/n. We then provide constructions of this type of codes that reach such upper

bound, i.e., we present constructions of MDS 2D convolutional codes of rate 1/n. In such constructions we

use superregular matrices. We show that these constructions are also valid to obtain MDS 1D convolutional

codes of rate 1/n. In Section 3, we present some examples of the MDS 2D convolutional codes introduced

in Section 2 using different types of construction of superregular matrices. Finally, we close the paper with

some conclusions.

2. MDS 2D convolutional codes of rate 1/n

Let C be a 2D convolutional code of rate 1/n and

Ĝ(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

G(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ F[z1, z2]n

an encoder of C. We define the degree of Ĝ(z1, z2) as δ = max{i+ j | G(i, j) 6= 0}.

Note that two encoders of C differ by a nonzero constant. Thus all encoders of C have the same degree

and we define the degree of C as the degree of any of its encoders. So, if C has degree δ we have that

Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

)
⊆
{

(i, j) ∈ N2 | 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ δ
}
. (5)
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Therefore, if we denote by # Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

)
the number of elements of Supp

(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

)
, then we have

that

# Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

)
≤ (δ + 1)(δ + 2)

2
.

Now, since Ĝ(z1, z2) is a codeword corresponding to the information sequence u(z1, z2) = 1, it follows that

wt(Ĝ(z1, z2)) ≤ (δ+1)(δ+2)
2 n and consequently

dist(C) ≤ (δ + 1)(δ + 2)

2
n. (6)

We next show that such upper bound is tight, i.e., we prove that there exist 2D convolutional codes of

a fixed rate 1/n and a fixed degree δ that achieve such a bound (for a sufficiently large field F). The way

we show it is by giving an explicit construction of 2D convolutional codes where we need a special type of

matrices, called superregular matrices.

Definition 1 ([20]): Let A be an n × ` matrix over a finite field F. We say that A is a superregular

matrix if every square submatrix of A is nonsingular.

Note that all the entries of a superregular matrix are nonzero. We will use this fact several times

throughout the paper. It is worth mentioning that some authors have used the term superregular to define

a related but different type of matrices, see for instance [10, 24]. The following lemma is an immediate

consequence of the above definition.

Lemma 1: Let A be a superregular matrix of size n × ` over a finite field F. If m ≤ min{n, `}, then any

nontrivial linear combination of m different columns of A cannot have more than m − 1 entries equal to

zero.

In the following section we present several concrete constructions of superregular matrices and discuss

the size of the field that allows us to obtain such matrices.

Next we construct a 2D convolutional code C of rate 1/n and degree δ whose distance achieves the upper

bound of expression (6). To this end, we first note that if Ĝ(z1, z2) ∈ F[z1, z2]n is an encoder of C, then for

every information word

û(z1, z2) =
∑

(r,s)∈N2

u(r, s)zr1z
s
2 ∈ F[z1, z2]

the corresponding codeword v̂(z1, z2) = Ĝ(z1, z2)û(z1, z2) is given by

v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

(d,t)∈N2

v(d, t)zd1z
t
2 (7)

where

v(d, t) =
∑
i+r=d
j+s=t

G(i, j)u(r, s) for (d, t) ∈ N2 and 0 ≤ i+ j ≤ δ. (8)
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Theorem 1: Let n and δ be nonnegative integers and set ` = (δ + 1)(δ + 2)/2. Let F be large enough such

that there exists a superregular matrix

G =
[
g0 g1 · · · g`−1

]
∈ Fn×`

and define

Ĝ(z1, z2) =
∑

0≤i+j≤δ

G(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ F[z1, z2]n,

where G(i, j) = gµ(i,j) and µ : N2 −→ N is the map defined by

µ(i, j) = j +
(i+ j)(i+ j + 1)

2
for all (i, j) ∈ N2.

That is

Ĝ(z1, z2) = g0 + g1z1 + g2z2 + g3z
2
1 + g4z1z2 + g5z

2
2 + · · ·

+ g δ(δ+1)
2

zδ1 + g δ(δ+1)
2 +1

zδ−11 z2 + · · ·+ g`−1z
δ
2 .

Let C be the 2D convolutional code with encoder Ĝ(z1, z2). If n ≥ `, then C has rate 1/n, degree δ and

distance `n.

Proof: Clearly C has rate 1/n and degree δ.

Since G is a superregular matrix, all its entries are nonzero, so the inclusion in expression (5) becomes

an equality (see Figure 1a) and consequently

wt(Ĝ(z1, z2)) = `n.

If we now consider an input sequence of the form û(z1, z2) = u(r, s)zr1z
s
2 with u(r, s) 6= 0 for some

(r, s) ∈ N2, then from expressions (7) and (8) we have that

v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

r+s≤d+t≤δ+r+s

v(d, t)zd1z
t
2 (9)

where

v(d, t) = G(d− r, t− s)u(r, s) (10)

and then we clearly obtain that Supp (v̂(z1, z2)) can be represented in N2 by a translation of Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

)
,

(see Figure 1b) and it readily follows that

wt(v̂(z1, z2)) = wt(Ĝ(z1, z2)) = `n.

In the case the input consists of a sum of M ≥ 2 different monomials, i.e.,

û(z1, z2) = û1(z1, z2) + û2(z1, z2) + · · ·+ ûM (z1, z2), (11)
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0 δ

δ

(a) Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)

) r r + δ

s

s+ δ

(b) Supp
(
Ĝ(z1, z2)u(r, s)zr1z

s
2

)
Figure 1: Supports of Ĝ(z1, z2) and Ĝ(z1, z2)u(r, s)zr1z

s
2

r1 r2

s1

s2

S1
S2

(a) S1 and S2

r1 r3r2

s1

s3

s2

S1
S2
S3

(b) S1, S2 and S3

Figure 2: Different supports of Ĝ(z1, z2)û(z1, z2)
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where ûm(z1, z2) = u(rm, sm)zrm1 zsm2 , with u(rm, sm) 6= 0 for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , the corresponding codeword

can be divided accordingly as

v̂(z1, z2) = v̂1(z1, z2) + v̂2(z1, z2) + · · ·+ v̂M (z1, z2), (12)

with v̂m(z1, z2) = Ĝ(z1, z2)ûm(z1, z2), for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and proceeding as in the previous case (see

expressions (9) and (10)), we have that

v̂m(z1, z2) =
∑

rm+sm≤d+t≤δ+rm+sm

vm(d, t)zd1z
t
2 (13)

where

vm(d, t) = G(d− rm, t− sm)u(rm, sm). (14)

In order to determine the weight of v̂(z1, z2) it is convenient to decompose its support as

Supp (v̂(z1, z2)) ⊆ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ S` ∪ S`+1 ∪ · · · , (15)

where

Sm =

(d, t) ∈ N2 |
∑
c≥1

fc(d, t) = m

 , for m = 1, 2, . . .,

with fc : N2 → {0, 1} defined by

fc(d, t) =

1, if (d, t) ∈ Supp (v̂c(z1, z2)),

0, if (d, t) /∈ Supp (v̂c(z1, z2)),

i.e., (d, t) ∈ Sm if and only if (d, t) belongs exactly to m sets of the sets

Supp (v̂1(z1, z2)) , Supp (v̂2(z1, z2)) , . . . , Supp (v̂M (z1, z2)) .

It is easy to see that (d, t) cannot belong to more than ` of the above sets and therefore Si = ∅ for i > `.

See Figure 2 for M = 2, 3.

Therefore if (d, t) ∈ Sm, from expressions (13) and (14) we have that

v(d, t) =

m∑
c=1

vac(d, t) =

m∑
c=1

G(d− rac , t− sac)u(rac , sac)

for some a1, a2, . . . am ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Now, since G is a superregular matrix, by Lemma 1, we have that

wt(v(d, t)) ≥ n− (m− 1) (16)

and consequently, the inclusion in expression (15) becomes an equality.

We can assume without loss of generality that the monomials ûm(z1, z2) in expression (11) satisfy

µ(rm, sm) < µ(rm+1, sm+1), for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1. (17)
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Moreover, from expressions (12), (13) and (14), we have that

v̂(z1, z2) =

M∑
m=1

 ∑
rm+sm≤d+t≤δ+rm+sm

G(d− rm, t− sm)u(rm, sm)zd1z
t
2

 .

The superregularity of G implies that any monomial zd1z
t
2 appears in the above expression with a nonzero

coefficient, since the corresponding vector coefficient in Fn is a nontrivial linear combination of at most `

columns of G, and hence there are at most ` − 1 ≤ n − 1 zero components. This, together with expression

(17), yields

# Supp

(
L−1∑
m=1

v̂m(z1, z2)

)
+ 1 ≤ # Supp

(
L∑

m=1

v̂m(z1, z2)

)
, for all L with 2 ≤ L ≤M,

and therefore∑̀
m=1

#Sm = # Supp

(
M∑
m=1

v̂m(z1, z2)

)
≥ # Supp

(
M−1∑
m=1

v̂m(z1, z2)

)
+ 1

≥ · · · ≥ # Supp (v̂2(z1, z2) + v̂1(z1, z2)) +M − 2. (18)

We assume that δ ≥ 1 since the proof of the theorem is obvious otherwise. Now, since

# Supp (v̂1(z1, z2)) = # Supp
(
Ĝ1(z1, z2)

)
= `,

it is easy to see that

# Supp (v̂2(z1, z2) + v̂1(z1, z2)) ≥ # Supp (v̂1(z1, z2)) + δ + 1 ≥ `+ 2,

which together with expression (18) implies that

∑̀
m=1

#Sm ≥ `+M. (19)

Also, we have that

M` =

M∑
m=1

# Supp (v̂m(z1, z2)) =
∑̀
m=1

m#Sm ≥
∑̀
m=2

(m− 1) #Sm. (20)

Now, from expressions (15), (16), (19) and (20) together with the assumption that n ≥ `, we have that

wt(v̂(z1, z2)) =
∑̀
m=1

∑
(d,t)∈Sm

wt(v(d, t)) ≥
∑̀
m=1

(n− (m− 1))#Sm

= n
∑̀
m=1

#Sm −
∑̀
m=2

(m− 1)#Sm ≥ (`+M)n−M` ≥ `n

where the first inequality in the second line of the above expression follows from Lemma 1.

We can conclude from the above inequality that the weight of any nonzero codeword v̂(z1, z2) is bounded

from below by `n which in turn implies that dist(C) ≥ `n. By expression (6) we have that dist(C) ≤ `n and

therefore dist(C) = `n. This proves the theorem. �
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The 2D convolutional codes presented in Theorem 1 constitute a subclass of 2D convolutional codes with

the particular property that they have the maximal possible distance among all 2D convolutional codes of

rate 1/n and degree δ. For this reason we call such codes maximal distance separable codes (MDS)

2D convolutional codes. Hence they can be regarded as a generalization to the 2D case of the MDS 1D

convolutional codes presented in, e.g., [6, 9, 23].

It follows from expression (4) that the distance of 1D convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ is

upper bounded by n(δ + 1). Applying to 1D convolutional codes a construction analogous to the one of

Theorem 1, we next present a class of 1D convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ that are MDS, i.e.,

such that its distance is n(δ + 1). The proof follows similar arguments as the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2: Let n and δ be nonnegative integers such that n ≥ δ+ 1. Let F be large enough such that there

exists a superregular matrix

G =
[
g0 g1 · · · gδ

]
∈ Fn×(δ+1),

and let C be the 1D convolutional code with encoder

Ĝ(z) = g0 + g1z + g2z
2 + · · ·+ gδz

δ.

Then C has rate 1/n, degree δ and distance n(δ + 1); i.e., C is MDS.

Proof: Since all the entries of G are nonzero and Ĝ(z) is the codeword corresponding to the word information

û(z) = 1, we have that wt(Ĝ(z)) = n(δ + 1).

Consider now the word information

û(z) = û1(z) + û2(z) + · · ·+ ûM (z) ∈ F[z]

where ûm(z) = u(rm)zrm , with u(rm) 6= 0, for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and rm < rm+1 for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1.

The corresponding codeword can be written as

v̂(z) = v̂1(z) + v̂2(z) + · · ·+ v̂M (z),

with

v̂m(z) = Ĝ(z) ûm(z) =

δ∑
d=0

v(rm + d)zrm+d

where v(rm + d) = gd u(rm), for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M .

As previously done in the proof of Theorem 1, we can decompose the support of v̂(z) as

Supp (v̂(z)) = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ SM

where t ∈ Sm if and only if t belongs to exactly m sets of the sets

Supp (v̂1(z)) ,Supp (v̂2(z)) , . . . ,Supp (v̂M (z)) .
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One can directly see that
M∑
m=1

#Sm ≥ δ +M (21)

and
M∑
m=1

#Supp (v̂m(z)) =

M∑
m=1

m#Sm = (δ + 1)M. (22)

Further, due to the superregularity of matrix G we have that

wt(v(t)) ≥ n− (m− 1) for t ∈ Sm. (23)

Hence, from expressions (21), (22) and (23) and the fact that n ≥ δ + 1, we obtain that

wt(v̂(z)) ≥
M∑
m=1

(n− (m− 1)) #Sm ≥ n(δ + 1).

Consequently dist(C) = n(δ + 1) and therefore, C is MDS. �

For a given 2D convolutional code C one can consider its projections onto the axes to obtain two 1D

convolutional codes

C1 =

v̂1(z) =
∑
i∈N

v(i, 0)zi | v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

v(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ C

 , (24)

C2 =

v̂2(z) =
∑
j∈N

v(0, j)zj | v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

v(i, j)zi1z
j
2 ∈ C

 . (25)

Moreover, if Ĝ(z1, z2) =
∑

(i,j)∈N2

G(i, j)zi1z
j
2, is an encoder of C, then (see [18])

C1 = ImF[z]Ĝ1(z) and C2 = ImF[z]Ĝ2(z). (26)

where

Ĝ1(z) =
∑
i∈N

G(i, 0)zi and Ĝ2(z) =
∑
j∈N

G(0, j)zj

In [18] these projections were studied and some results on the distance of 2D convolutional codes C

were derived using the distances of their projections C1 and C2. The following corollary is an immediate

consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, and it establishes a sufficient condition for the projection codes C1 and

C2 to be MDS.

Corollary 1: Let n and δ be nonnegative integers. Let F, G, Ĝ(z1, z2) and C as in Theorem 1 and consider

the 1D convolutional codes C1 and C2 defined as in expressions (24) and (25). If n ≥ δ + 1, then C1 and C2
are MDS 1D convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ.
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Proof: Since matrix G in Theorem 1 is a superregular matrix, it follows that the matrices

G1 =
[
G(0, 0) G(1, 0) · · · G(δ, 0)

]
and G2 =

[
G(0, 0) G(0, 1) · · · G(0, δ)

]
,

both belonging to Fn×(δ+1), are also superregular. Moreover, considering

Ĝ1(z) =

δ∑
i=0

G(i, 0)zi and Ĝ2(z) =

δ∑
j=0

G(0, j)zj ,

the result follows from Theorem 2 and expression (26). �

Theorem 1 provides a method to construct MDS 2D convolutional codes under the assumption that

n ≥ (δ + 1)(δ + 2)/2. However, it is possible to prove, for the special cases δ = 1, 2, that Theorem 1 still

holds true under the weaker assumption n ≥ δ + 1.

Theorem 3: Let n and δ be nonnegative integers and set ` = (δ + 1)(δ + 2)/2. Let F, G, Ĝ(z1, z2) and C

be as in Theorem 1. If n ≥ δ + 1 with δ ∈ {1, 2}, then C is an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/n and

degree δ.

Proof: Clearly C is a 2D convolutional code of rate 1/n and degree δ. Let

v̂(z1, z2) =
∑

(r,s)∈N2

v(r, s)zr1z
s
2 ∈ C

with v̂(z1, z2) 6= 0 and û(z1, z2) =
∑

(r,s)∈N2

u(r, s)zr1z
s
2 ∈ F[z1, z2] such that v̂(z1, z2) = Ĝ(z1, z2)û(z1, z2).

Note that û(z1, z2) 6= 0. In order to show that C is MDS, it is sufficient to prove that wt(v̂(z1, z2)) ≥ n`.

Note that we may assume, without loss of generality, that v(r, 0) 6= 0 and v(0, s) 6= 0 for some r, s ∈ N.

Assume now that η = deg(v̂(z1, z2)) (note that η ≥ δ) and consider the nonzero words

ŵ1(z1, z2) =
∑
r∈N

v(r, 0)zr1 , ŵ2(z1, z2) =
∑
s∈N

v(0, s)zs2 and v̂η(z1, z2) =
∑
d+t=η

v(d, t)zd1z
t
2.

Define v̂
(0)
1 (z) =

∑
r∈N

v(r, 0)zr and v̂
(0)
2 (z) =

∑
s∈N

v(0, s)zs. Clearly v̂
(0)
1 (z) ∈ C1 and v̂

(0)
2 (z) ∈ C2, and by

Corollary 1,

wt(ŵ1(z1, z2)) = wt(v̂
(0)
1 (z)) ≥ n(δ + 1) and wt(ŵ2(z1, z2)) = wt(v̂

(0)
2 (z)) ≥ n(δ + 1). (27)

On the other hand, from expressions (7) and (8), we have that

v̂η(z1, z2) =

η∑
t=0

 δ∑
j=0

G(δ − j, j)u(η − δ − t+ j, t− j)

 zη−t1 zt2,
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where we assume that u(r, s) = 0 if r < 0 or s < 0. Let C̄ = ImF[z]Ḡ(z), where Ḡ(z) =

δ∑
j=0

G(δ − j, j)zj and

consider ū(z) =

η−δ∑
t=0

u(η − δ − t, t)zt ∈ F[z]. Clearly

v̄(z) = Ḡ(z)ū(z) =

η∑
t=0

 δ∑
j=0

G(δ − j, j)u(η − δ − t+ j, t− j)

 zt ∈ C̄

and v̄(z) 6= 0. Furthermore, the superregularity of matrix G implies that

Ḡ =
[
G(δ, 0) G(δ − 1, 1) · · · G(1, δ − 1) G(0, δ)

]
∈ Fn×(δ+1)

is also a superregular matrix. So, by Theorem 2, C̄ is an MDS 1D convolutional code of rate 1/n and degree δ

and, consequently, wt(v̄(z)) ≥ n(δ + 1). Thus, since wt(v̂η(z1, z2)) = wt(v̄(z)), we conclude that

wt(v̂η(z1, z2)) ≥ n(δ + 1). (28)

Then, it is evident that

wt(v̂(z1, z2)) ≥ wt(v̂1(z1z2)) + wt(v̂2(z1, z2)) + wt(v̂η(z1, z2))

− wt(v(0, 0))− wt(v(η, 0))− wt(v(0, η))

≥ wt(v̂1(z1, z2)) + wt(v̂2(z1, z2)) + wt(v̂η(z1, z2))− 3n (29)

because wt(v(0, 0)) ≤ n, wt(v(η, 0)) ≤ n, and wt(v(0, η)) ≤ n.

If δ = 1 or δ = 2 we conclude from expressions (27), (28), and (29), that wt(v̂(z1, z2)) ≥ `n and,

consequently, C is an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/n and degree δ. �

We conjecture that Theorem 3 holds true for any value of δ. In fact, we have found a proof for δ = 3

by considering different cases. However, the extension of these ideas to the case δ ≥ 4 becomes remarkably

awkward and different techniques should be introduced. We leave this non-trivial issue for future research.

3. Concrete Constructions and Examples

In this section we introduce three different types of constructions that allow us to obtain the superregular

matrices needed to construct the MDS 2D convolutional codes presented in the previous section. We also

give examples where we use superregular matrices to obtain the matrix G of Theorems 1 and 3. Here, we

assume that F = GF (q), namely it is the finite field with q elements.

As we mentioned before, the concept of superregular matrix was introduced in [20] where the authors

study MDS block codes via Cauchy matrices. Note that a block code of rate k/n over the finite field F and
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with a systematic generator matrix  I

A

 , (30)

where I is the identity matrix, generates an MDS code if and only if A is a superregular matrix. In fact,

Roth and Seroussi [21] showed that the family of q-ary generalized Reed-Solomon codes is identical to the

family of q-ary linear codes generated by the matrices of the form (30) where A is a generalized Cauchy

matrix.

Construction 1

We consider a superregular Cauchy matrix. A superregular Cauchy matrix is a matrix G =
[
aij
]
∈ Fn×`

where aij = (xi − yj)−1 for some distinct xi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n and some distinct yj for j = 1, 2, . . . , ` and

xi 6= yj for all i = 1, 2, . . . n and j = 1, 2, . . . , ` (see [21] for more details). Hence the smallest field size

required for this type of construction is at least n+ `.

Example 1: In order to construct a 2D convolutional code of rate 1/16 and degree δ = 4 we consider a

superregular Cauchy matrix of size 16× 15. Hence, as we need a field with at least 31 elements we consider

the field F = GF (31). Taking for instance,

x =
[

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
]
,

y =
[

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
]

we obtain the Cauchy matrix
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G =



29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26 25 8 21 16 1

2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26 25 8 21 16

11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26 25 8 21

19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26 25 8

18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26 25

14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9 26

3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4 9

24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7 4

27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28 7

22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17 28

5 22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13 17

6 5 22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12 13

23 6 5 22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20 12

10 23 6 5 22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29 20

15 10 23 6 5 22 27 24 3 14 18 19 11 2 29



.

Now using Theorem 1 we have that the 2D convolutional code of rate 1/16 and degree δ = 4 generated by

the matrix

Ĝ(z1, z2) = G
[

1 z1 z2 z21 z1z2 z22 z31 z21z2 z1z
2
2 z32 z41 z31z2 z21z

2
2 z1z

3
2 z42

]T
is an MDS 2D convolutional code. �

Note that extended or generalized extended Cauchy matrices as well as some other variations of Cauchy

matrices can also be considered (see [20, 21]).

Construction 2

We present now another construction of superregular matrices of size n × `, introduced by Lacan and

Fimes [15] to design erasure codes over finite fields with fast encoding and decoding algorithms.

Consider a Vandermonde matrix

V = V (α1, α2, . . . , αn) =



1 α1 α2
1 · · · αn−11

1 α2 α2
2 · · · αn−12

1 α3 α2
3 · · · αn−13

...
...

...
...

1 αn α2
n · · · αn−1n
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where (α1, α2, . . . , αn) ∈ Fn is a vector whose entries are all different. Consider also a matrix B =
[
bij
]
∈

Fn×`, such that bij = βij , where (β1, β2, . . . , β`) ∈ F` is a vector whose entries are all different. Assume also

that αi 6= βj , for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n and j = 1, 2, . . . , `. Then V −1B is a superregular matrix. Moreover, to

simplify this construction, we can assume that n is a divisor of q− 1 and take the vector (α1, α2, . . . , αn) =

(1, α, α2, . . . , αn−1) where α is an element of F of order n. The corresponding Vandermonde matrix is then

denoted by V (α). With this consideration V −1 = 1
nV (α−1). As in the previous construction the smallest

field size required is at least n+`. We illustrate the use of these matrices for building MDS 2D convolutional

codes in the following example.

Example 2: We aim to construct an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/4 and degree δ = 3. To obtain

a 4×10 superregular matrix we will consider a field with q ≥ 14 elements and such that 4 divides q−1. The

smallest field that satisfies all these conditions is F = GF (17). Now considering an element of F of order 4,

for example 4, we have that

V = V (4) = V (1, 4, 42, 43) = V (1, 4, 16, 13).

Finally, to construct the matrix B we need to choose

(β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9, β10) where βj /∈ {1, 4, 16, 13} for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10.

Consider for example (β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6, β7, β8, β9, β10) = (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). With this choice we

obtain that

G = V −1B =


16 13 8 6 3 14 9 15 14 11

12 7 16 5 12 7 4 10 8 8

6 2 6 3 2 8 3 14 11 9

2 15 9 9 7 13 10 5 12 1

 .

is a superregular matrix. Now using Theorem 3 we have that the matrix

Ĝ(z1, z2) = G
[

1 z1 z2 z21 z1z2 z22 z31 z21z2 z1z
2
2 z32

]T
generates an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/4 and degree δ = 3. �

Construction 3

For this last construction, we use the connection between superregular matrices and arcs in projective

spaces (see [13, 14]). Let PG(`−1, q) be the (`−1)-dimensional projective space over the finite field GF (q).

An n-arc in PG(`− 1, q) is a set of n points with at most `− 1 points in any hyperplane (see [8]). Taking

into account that the row vectors of a superregular matix of size n × ` form an n-arc in PG(` − 1, q), we

present another way to obtain the matrix G of Theorem 1.
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As far as we know, for this type of constructions in which ` and the size of the field are fixed, there exist

results for the largest possible value of n, but we have not found any results for the minimal size of the field

for a fixed n and `. In fact the construction of n-arcs in PG(` − 1, q) is obtained by computer search (see

[13, 14]).

Example 3: Let us construct an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/6 and degree δ = 2. By Theorem 1

we need a superregular matrix of size 6× 6. Let F = GF (16) and consider a primitive element α ∈ F such

that α4 + α+ 1 = 0. In [13] we find that

G =



1 1 1 1 1 1

1 α α2 α3 α4 α5

1 α2 α α12 α7 α11

1 α4 α7 α13 α5 α14

1 α5 α11 α8 α14 α2

1 α13 α6 α9 α11 α4


∈ F6×6

is a superregular matrix whose rows are 6-arcs in PG(5, 16). Then, by Theorem 1 the matrix

Ĝ(z1, z2) = G
[

1 z1 z2 z21 z1z2 z22

]T
generates an MDS 2D convolutional code of rate 1/6 and degree δ = 2. �

The minimum field size required to obtain a superregular matrix used in the construction of MDS 2D

convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ, presented in Theorems 1 and 3, differs if we consider different

constructions. Note that from Theorem 1, δ ≥ 1 implies n ≥ ` ≥ 3. So if we want to construct an MDS

2D convolutional code of rate 1/3 and degree δ = 1, the smallest size of the field required to obtain 3 × 3

superregular matrices is 7, using Constructions 1 and 2. However, we can obtain superregular matrices of

size 3 × 3 over a field of 4 elements, using Construction 3 (see [13]). To obtain an MDS 2D convolutional

code of rate 1/8 and δ = 2, the smallest size of the field required to obtain 8× 6 superregular matrices is 16

using Construction 1, 17 using Construction 2 and 19 using Construction 3.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have discussed the distance properties of 2D convolutional codes of rate 1/n and

degree δ. We have first introduced a natural upper bound on the distance of such codes. Using the notion

of superregular matrices, we have then derived concrete constructions of these codes that attain such a

bound (provided that n ≥ (δ + 1)(δ + 2)/2 for any δ, and n ≥ δ + 1 for δ ≤ 3). These codes have the

maximum possible distance among all 2D convolutional codes of the same rate and degree and therefore

can be considered as the generalization of MDS 1D convolutional codes to two dimensions. We have also
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illustrated the ideas of the paper by presenting three examples of MDS 2D convolutional codes using three

different types of superregular matrices. Further research needs to be done to investigate the existence of

MDS 2D convolutional codes of any rate k/n and degree δ.

Finally, we note that the 2D generalized Singleton bound presented in this paper for 2D convolutional

codes of rate 1/n and degree δ given by expression (6) can be easily generalized to the mD generalized

Singleton bound,
(
δ+m
m

)
n, for mD convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ, for any m ∈ N. Moreover,

we believe that the same type of construction as the one presented in Theorem 1 can be applied to obtain

mD convolutional codes of rate 1/n and degree δ that attain such bound.
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